
Continental Mapping Selected for
Photogrammetric and Mapping Services
Contract by Tennessee DOT

SUN PRAIRIE, WI, UNITED STATES,

October 5, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Continental Mapping has been

selected by the Tennessee Department

of Transportation (TDOT) for a three-

year contract to provide on call

photogrammetry and mapping

services. TDOT can utilize many of

Continental Mapping’s services through

the contract, including aerial imagery collection, photogrammetry, aerial and mobile lidar

services, planimetric mapping, and others. As a three-time incumbent on the contract, the award

renewal recognizes Continental Mapping’s ability to understand and fulfill TDOT’s geospatial

needs.

Continental Mapping has provided innovative and valuable geospatial services to the State of

Tennessee since 2009. The firm’s past projects performed under this contract range from large

scale region-wide aerial imagery acquisition and orthorectification to detailed corridor mapping

using survey grade lidar. These broad capabilities support TDOT’s mission of providing a safe and

reliable transportation system.

“TDOT’s long term relationship with Continental Mapping has proven out their ability to deliver

high quality geospatial products and services,” says TDOT Aerial Survey Manager Brandon Webb.

“Being reliable and thorough keeps our projects moving and they’ve done just that on projects of

any size. We look forward to working with Continental Mapping in the future.”

Tim Caya, Continental Mapping’s Director of Public Works added, “We’re glad to continue our

great relationship with TDOT. We’ve worked throughout the state for over a decade and brought

geospatial solutions such as aerial imagery, mobile lidar, and field survey to bear to help TDOT

fulfill their mission of providing a safe and reliable transportation system.”

About Continental Mapping

Continental Mapping Consultants, LLC. is a dynamic, midsize geospatial technology and

automation company providing authoritative geospatial answers for global markets. Sourcing

http://www.einpresswire.com


data from earth, sky, and space, we develop actionable intelligence to enhance critical decision-

making for government and private entities focused on national security, mobility, infrastructure,

and environmental concerns. Proven processes and proprietary technologies augment our

geospatial data collection, curation, analysis, and dissemination capabilities. Founded in 1999

and headquartered in Madison, Wisconsin, Continental Mapping has mapped in over 180

countries and on all seven continents.

https://www.continentalmapping.com
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